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This is about air quality and potential related health hazards from increased traffic flow and
standing vehicles at proposed Yoxford roundabout (A12/A1120/B1122 junction). People in
Yoxford Survey 2017 expressed most concern about traffic in the village.
The proposed roundabout will result in standing idling vehicles from the North, South and West
with increased flow from N at Darsham P&R ( buses, workers' cars adding to daily load), returning
traffic from site along B1122 and the arriving N bound load from Saxmundham and Wickham
Market P&R being joined by stacking traffic along A1120 in Yoxford village waiting to turn N andS
onto A12.
12-15 years of 700 HGV and 400 LGV movements will cause increased particulate matter from
idling vehicles waiting at these junctions.
The 2011 Suffolk CC report and the 2017 Suffolk Council reports both mention high rates of PM
at queuing for the petrol station at Stratford St Andrew. This measured phenomenon will be
apparent in increased severity and concentration at Yoxford if the roundabout is constructed.
introducing this health hazard to the residents - some elderly, some children en route to school,
will result over the years of the proposed construction in diminished lung health ( asthma, COPD)
and brain and heart function. You will no doubt have read of the first recorded death from
pollution being that of 9 year old Ella Kissidebra in London last year.. This is a canary in a coal
mine moment fore us here. Introducing a 15 year long deliberate increase in PM without an EIA
from the proposer of this build would seem to be a cruel and damaging step not only to us in
Yoxford but also to people in the East Suffolk area.
Residents of Ipswich have registered their complaints about queuing vehicles to Cllr James
Reeder of SCC. Bear in mind that this project is one of 8 threatening the quality of life here.
people come here to appreciate the beauty nature has to offer, to seek a sanctuary from the busy
cotidien and many have volunteered to help preserve this way of life, indeed opted to live in
nature.
EDF have not consulted our residents or provided an EIA on noise, light and air pollution. None of
us would welcome a noisy disruptive neighbour playing loud music and keeping us awake 24/7
with a byproduct of damaging our health. Multiply these hours by 365 and then by 12 and think
twice about allowing this construction to blanket us in unwelcome, life threatening fumes.


